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The order-induced birefringence in the near-band-gap spectral range ~0.75 to 2.5 eV!, and its dependence on
the degree of ordering h is reported for Al0.48Ga0.52InP2. Transmission and reflection generalized variable angle
spectroscopic ellipsometry, dark-field spectroscopy, and cross-polarized reflectance difference spectroscopy
~CRDS! are used to determine precisely the room-temperature dielectric functions for polarization parallel and
perpendicular to the ordering direction of a series of spontaneously CuPt-ordered samples grown by metal-
organic vapor-phase epitaxy. The CRDS technique is introduced as an approach to sense extremely weak
anisotropy at oblique angles of incidence. The observed order birefringence is treated as ‘‘chemical-stress’’
induced piezobirefringence. The dielectric function model for piezobirefringence in zinc-blende compounds,
and selection rules for the transitions from the G4,5v ,G6(1)v ,G6(2)v valence band states to the G6c conduction
band states, allow excellent modeling of the order birefringence in the near-band-gap spectral region. Thus,
explicit treatment of the transition-matrix k dependence, as recently suggested for ordered GaInP2 or GaInAs2,
can be avoided. The transition energies, strengths, and broadening parameters for the three zone-center tran-
sitions are obtained from analysis of the sample dielectric function tensor. All parameters in the quasicubic
perturbation model can be fitted. We find, in excellent agreement with recent theoretical predictions, that the
spin-orbit splitting parameter of 76 meV is nearly ordering independent, and that the ratio of the crystal-field
splitting to the band-gap reduction for the perfectly ordered alloy amounts to 0.62. The band gap of the
disordered compound is extrapolated to 2.195 eV. @S0163-1829~99!04647-0#
I. INTRODUCTION
Long-range chemical ordering is widely observed in ter-
nary or quaternary III-V semiconductor compounds grown
by metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxy.1 The spontaneous ar-
rangement of column-III elements in alternating $111%B
planes constitutes ordering of the CuPt(B) type in
(AyB12y)IIIC IIID2V zinc-blende compounds such as
AlyGa12yInP2, or AlyGa12yInAs2. The stacking direction of
the superlattice planes is usually found according to ordering
within either one of the $111%B planes, i.e., parallel to the
@1¯11# or the @11¯1# direction ~Fig. 1, hereafter referred to as
CuPt type!. The ordered phase consists of a 1,1 superlattice
of monolayer planes (AyB12y)x1h/2Cx2h/2 and
(AyB12y)x2h/2Cx1h/2 , where x and y are the composition
parameters of the random (AyB12y)xC12xD alloy, and h is
the difference between the compositions x of two subsequent
sublattice planes within the CuPt superlattice. A perfect al-
ternate stacking of the superlattice planes has not yet been
reported. Only partially ordered epilayers are formed during
the growth process. For partially ordered material the param-
eter h can be used to quantify the degree of ordering.2 Two
other possible, but rarely observed variants are due to order-
ing within the $111%A planes (CuPtA). Numerous theoretical
and experimental effort has been undertaken in the past to
predict and study the effect of chemical ordering on the
physical properties of the compound materials.1,3–7 The most
commonly observed consequences of CuPt ordering are the
reduction of the fundamental band gap, and the splitting of
the valence bands.4,8–12 Most recently, Wei and Zunger pre-
dicted the spontaneous CuPt ordering-induced band-gap re-
duction DEg relative to the random alloy, crystal-field split-
ting Dc f at the valence band maximum, and change of spin-
orbit splitting Dso for AlInP2, AlInAs2, GaInP2, and GaInAs2
using the corrected local density approximation.7
Similar to ~111!-biaxial strain, CuPt ordering splits and
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shifts the zinc-blende states, e.g., near the valence-band
maximum, and leads to polarized interband transitions.3,4 Al-
though the interpretation of the order-induced valence-band
states uG4,5v&, uG6(1)v& , and uG6(2)v& is different from the
case of biaxial strain along ^111&, the Hamiltonian used to
calculate the energy level shift and transition matrix ele-
ments has the same form as that for stress applied along, e.g.,
@111#. It has been shown previously that fictitious internal
strain and deformation potentials can be treated as functions
of the order parameter h.2,4 In general, nondegenerate polar-
ized interband transitions will induce optical birefringence,
especially below the fundamental band-to-band transitions.
Furthermore, polarization selection rules for optical transi-
tions cause dichroic material properties, since the strength of
photonic absorption will depend on the direction of
polarization.13 The dielectric function of materials with low-
ered symmetry is then represented by a complex rank-2 ten-
sor. This is well known for, e.g., the stress-induced birefrin-
gence ~piezobirefringence! in cubic semiconductors. For
analysis of the piezobirefringence in zinc-blende semicon-
ductors, Higginbotham, Cardona, and Pollak developed an
interband one-electron model for the dielectric function, in-
cluding the effects of dispersion of the E0-, E1-, and E2-type
transitions.14 This model contains critical-point transition en-
ergies, their strength, and broadening values as adjustable
parameters. Quantitative analysis of anisotropy measure-
ments then allows for determination of level splitting and
transition strength as a function of strain.
Direct measurement of CuPt-order-induced birefringence
has been reported by Wirth et al. for spontaneously ordered
GaInP2 and Al0.33Ga0.67InP2.15 The authors investigated
waveguide structures and observed a positive birefringence
with small magnitude far below the band gap of the alloys.
Also, a sign change of the birefringence was found when
approaching the band gap. A six-band kp method using the
Hamiltonian proposed by Wei and Zunger16 was used for
qualitative description of the birefringence below the band
gap. However, the waveguide experiment failed to explore
the zone-center transition energies because of absorption at
the fundamental gap transition.
Several authors observed characteristic anisotropy fea-
tures in polarized reflection and transmission spectra for pho-
ton energies near and across the fundamental direct-gap tran-
sitions. Luo et al. used reflectance-difference spectroscopy
~RDS! for assignment of band-gap reduction and valence-
band splitting values in ordered GaInP2 samples. The RD
spectra were compared with four-band, six-band, and eight-
band kp calculations, which also included explicit k depen-
dence of the interband transition matrix elements.17,18 How-
ever, none of these models provided good fits to the
experimental data. In particular, the uG6(1)v& and uG6(2)v&
state transition features remained unexplained for the RD
spectra. Schubert et al. reported recently on the application
of cross-polarized transmission spectra of spontaneously or-
dered GaInP2 and AlInP2 for the determination of the band-
gap reduction and valence-band splitting in samples with dif-
ferent degrees of ordering.11,19 But quantitative analysis of
the order-induced anisotropy was not performed. So far, the
spectral dependence of the dielectric functions in the near-
band-gap spectral range is unknown for CuPt-ordered III-V
compounds. Other techniques, which avoid explicit treat-
ment of the sample dielectric function tensor, have been em-
ployed to determine the order-affected zone-center transition
energies. Wirth et al. used measurement of linear absorption
anisotropy for determination of band-gap reduction and
valence-band splitting in ordered GaInAs2 grown on InP
substrates.20,21 The optical fingerprints of CuPt-ordered
GaInP2 have been measured by many authors.3 Recently,
Mascarenhas et al.22 and Kiesel et al.23 obtained the transi-
tion energies from all valence band states as a function of
ordering h using low-temperature nonlinear exciton absorp-
tion bleaching and polarization-dependent electroabsorption
measurements, respectively. The dependencies of gap-
reduction and level-splitting values on h were found to be in
excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions by Wei
and Zunger.7 Except for GaInP2 and AlInP2, none of the
optical CuPt fingerprints, i.e., the amount of the gap reduc-
tion and the increase of spin splitting and crystal-field split-
ting vs h, have been observed for any composition of the
AlyGa12yInP2 alloy system. The present work focuses on the
exploitation of the optical CuPt fingerprints in
Al0.48Ga0.52InP2. The generalized ellipsometry approach is
used to measure sample anisotropy. Additionally, approxi-
mate equations for the light propagation in CuPt order-
birefringent films are presented which allow analysis of po-
larized reflection and transmission spectra. As a result, we
are able to complete quantitative analysis of the order-
induced birefringence in the near-band-gap spectral range.
For analysis of the anisotropic dielectric function of the
chemically ordered compounds, we apply the piezobirefrin-
gence model. The dielectric functions for polarization paral-
lel and perpendicular to the ordering direction are reported as
a function of ordering h. Finally, we obtain the optical tran-
sition energies from all three valence band states as a func-
tion of ordering h. The parameters in the quasicubic pertur-
bation model are reported for Al0.48Ga0.52InP2, and compared
to those predicted by Wei and Zunger.
II. THEORY
A. Model dielectric function of CuPt-ordered alloys
order-birefringence
The largest optical structure to be discussed in this paper
arises from the transitions at the center of the Brillouin zone
FIG. 1. Crystal structure of perfectly CuPt(B) ordered
AlyGa12yInP2 for ordering along the @11¯1# direction.
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~E0-type transitions, E0
(1) :G4,5v – G6c , E0
(2) :G6(1)v – G6c ,
E0
(3) :G6(2)v – G6c!. The transitions along the ^111& directions
in k space ~E1-type!,24 have also been demonstrated, both
theoretically and experimentally, to split into at least three
transitions upon ordering.5,25 These transitions are located
outside the spectral range investigated here. However, their
contributions to the dielectric functions below the fundamen-
tal transitions may become appreciable. The strong E1-type
transitions likely cause long-tail birefringence that extends
far below the fundamental band gap when polarized by sym-
metry reduction such as CuPt ordering. The feature in zinc-
blende compounds labeled with E2 contains contributions
from transitions within a large region of the Brillouin zone
superimposed by weak transitions between the valence bands
and larger conduction bands close to the center, and along
the ^111& directions.24 Recent theoretical calculations predict
ordering-induced splitting and shifting of these transitions as
well.5 We therefore will consider all of the E0-, E1-, and
E2-type contributions to the dielectric function of the CuPt-
orderd compound; since in general these transitions may
cause anisotropy, although we observe appreciable informa-
tion from the E0-type transitions only.
In the one-electron model, the imaginary part of the di-
electric function P2(v) in the vicinity of a critical point n is
related to the joint-density-of-states rc ,v(\v), and the mo-
mentum ~dipole transition! matrix elements ^cup juv i& be-
tween states at the maximum of the valence bands uv i& and
the conduction band minimum uc&:
P2~v! j}(
i
u^cup juv i&u2rc ,v~E !. ~1!
The index j refers to the component of momentum polarized
parallel to either axis of a right-handed cartesian coordinate
system. Parabolic bands and matrix elements are assumed to
be independent of k. The contribution of the transition i at a
critical point n to the major complex dielectric function
P(v) j may be written as24
@P~v!# j}P‘ , j1(
i ,n
A jn
~ i ! f n~ i !~xn~ i !!, ~2!
with xn
(i)5(E1iGn(i))/En(i) . The f n(i) are well-known func-
tions for the E0-, E1-, and E2-type transitions in zinc-blende
semiconductors.14,27 The quantities A jn
(i)
, Gn
(i)
, and En
(i) are
treated as, respectively, strength, broadening, and energy of
transition i at critical point n due to incident electromagnetic
radiation polarized along j5x ,y ,z . The ‘‘static’’ dielectric
constants P‘ j correspond to hf electric fields applied parallel
to j. Due to the type of symmetry of CuPt-ordered com-
pounds, the order birefringence is uniaxial. Therefore,
critical-point parameters, and dielectric constants are identi-
cal for polarization parallel ~1-11!. In this work we consider
single-variant CuPt ordering only.26 Subsequent symbols
which correspond to polarization parallel ~perpendicular! to
the ordering direction will be labeled by ‘‘i’’ ~‘‘’’’!.
~i! E0 transitions (n50): The contributions of the zone-
center transitions to the complex dielectric functions in Eq.
~2! are obtained with14
f 0~ i !~x0~ i !!5@E0~ i !#21.5~x0~ i !!22@22A11x0~ i !2A12x0~ i !# . ~3!
In the case of CuPt ordering, the splitted states at the
valence-band maximum are the twofold ~spin! degenerate
G4,5v , G6(1)v , and G6(2)v states ~figuratively ‘‘heavy-hole’’
like, ‘‘light-hole’’ like, and ‘‘spin-split’’ like!, respectively.
Direct absorption at the M 0 critical points is due to transi-
tions from the maximum of the valence bands to the twofold-
degenerate s-like conduction band minimum at k50(G6c).
The G6(1)v and G6(2)v states lie at energies dE12
5E0
(1)
– E0
(2) and dE135E0
(1)
– E0
(3) below the lowest absorp-
tion edge E0
(1)
. The transition E0
(1)5G4,5v – G6c is forbidden
for polarization parallel to the ordering direction only. The
transitions E0
(2)5G6(1)v – G6c , and E0
(3)5G6(2)v – G6c may be
polarized parallel as well as perpendicular to the ordering
direction.10 Hence, for each polarization j ~major dielectric
function P j! the summation in Eq. ~2! includes contributions
from three transitions. Excitonic effects are known to modify
the absorption edges of semiconductors even at room tem-
perature. We do not include, however, contributions of exci-
ton absorption to the imaginary part of the E0-type transi-
tions since none of the samples revealed appreciable
excitonic absorption features. We suppose from our experi-
ments that excitons in Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 become thermally
ionized at room temperature, and therefore do not contribute
to the order birefringence.
~ii! E1 transitions (n51): The contributions of the tran-
sitions along the ^111& directions to the complex dielectric
functions are usually modeled by two-dimensional M 0
critical-point approximations, which enter Eq. ~2! as
follows:14
f 1~ i !~x1~ i !!52~x1~ i !!22 ln@12~x1~ i !!2# . ~4!
Wei, Franceschetti, and Zunger5 predict that for CuPt or-
dering, the E1 transitions split into E1
(1) and E1
(2) components
along the zinc-blende L lines which connect G with
L*$p/a(-111),p/a(1-11),p/a(11-1), a being the lattice
constant%, and an E1
(3) component along the ordering direc-
tion. Transitions with small density of states (E1(4)) may also
occur along the L line between G – L111/2 , and L111– L111/2 .5
The E1
(1) and E1
(2) transitions are predicted to have nonzero
strength parameter for polarization perpendicular to the or-
dering direction only, whereas the E1
(3) and E1
(4) transitions
are allowed for all polarization directions. To obtain the
complex dielectric function for each polarization, the right
side of Eq. ~2! may consist of four terms for n51. Transi-
tions which are attributed to M 1 critical points are strongly
modified by excitonic effects. Adachi suggested the usage of
Lorentzian line shapes to model contributions of Wannier-
type two-dimensional ~2D! ground-state excitons. Those may
find consideration at each E1-type transition.24,27,28
~iii! E2 transitions (n52): Although outside the spectral
range of interest here, these transitions possess large ampli-
tudes since they comprise contributions within a large range
of the Brillouin zone. The dispersion from E2-type transi-
tions in zinc-blende semiconductors is usually treated as that
of a single damped harmonic oscillator ~DHO!. To account
for order-induced splitting and shifting of states in the disor-
dered alloy, the contributions to P may be summed over
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DHO terms which may account for transitions polarized par-
allel or perpendicular to the ordering direction:
f 2~ i !~x2~ i !!5~12@x2~ i !#2!22, G2~ i !!E2~ i ! . ~5!
B. Optical fingerprints of CuPt-ordered alloys
Optical properties can be used to estimate the relative
degree of ordering within alloys of the same composition.1,3,4
We briefly recall here what has been termed optical finger-
prints of ordered alloys, and which have been introduced and
derived for, e.g., the III-As and III-P by Wei, Zunger, and
coworkers ~See, e.g., Refs. 1, 4, 5, 6, and 7!. The most emi-
nent feature of ordering is the reduction of the fundamental
band gap DEg5Eg
(h)
– Eg
(h50)
, which has been shown to
scale with the degree of ordering h,
DEg
~h!5DEg
~h51 !h2, ~6!
where DEg
(h51) is the maximum gap reduction relative to the
random alloy.6 The valence-band splitting dEi j at the top of
the valence band for CuPt ordering has been described by
Wei and Zunger using the quasicubic perturbation model:4
dE125
1
2 ~DCF1DSO!2
1
2 A~DCF1DSO!22
8
3 DCFDSO,
~7!
dE135
1
2 ~DCF1DSO!1
1
2 A~DCF1DSO!22
8
3 DCFDSO,
~8!
DE235A~DCF1DSO!22 83 DCFDSO, ~9!
where DSO and DCF are treated as the spin-orbit, and crystal-
field splitting parameters, respectively. These quantities are
assumed to scale with h:
DSO
~h!5DSO
~h50 !1dDSO
~h51 !h2, ~10!
DCF
~h!5dDCF
~h51 !h2, ~11!
and therefore allow for their determination using the experi-
mentally determined quantities dEi j . However, if the degree
of ordering of a given sample is unknown, only the ratios
j2152dDSO
~h51 !/DEg~
h51 !
, z2152dDCF
~h51 !/DEg~
h51 !
.
~12!
can be obtained.7
III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND TECHNIQUES
A. Sample preparation
The growth of the Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 samples was per-
formed on ~001!-GaAs with different miscuts by low-
pressure metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxy ~MOVPE! at
720 °C in a horizontal reactor with a rotating substrate
holder. The substrate orientations and sample parameters,
such as the inclination of the ordering direction from the
sample normal, are given in Table I. The input gas-flow ratio
f (V)/ f (III) was 334. Trimethylaluminium, triethylgallium,
and trimethylindium were used as group-III sources, and
phosphine as group-V precursor. Prior to the epilayer growth
a GaAs-buffer layer of about 300-nm thickness was depos-
ited. The relative composition of Al and Ga was controlled
by adjusting the gas flows of trimethylaluminium (xV(Al)
50.244), and triethylgallium (xV(Ga)50.266).
The perpendicular lattice mismatch @Da/a#’ of the epil-
ayer to the GaAs substrate was measured by double-crystal
x-ray diffraction using the ~004!-reflex of both the substrate
and the epilayer. The film thickness estimated from the
growth rate was 1.2 mm. The CuPt ordering in the samples
was observed in selected area diffraction pattern and dark-
field transmission electron microscopy images. The selected
area @110#-pole diffraction pattern showed additional spots
due to the alternating sublattice planes in almost only the
@11¯1# direction ~single-variant ordering in samples 2, 3, 4,!,
and the @1¯11# direction ~double-variant ordering in sample
1!.26,29 Dark-field transmission electron microscopy images
revealed that the ordered atomic arrangement is distributed
across almost the entire epilayer.
One piece of each sample was placed upside down on a
thin glass slide, and the substrate material was etched from
the back side as explained in Refs. 11 and 19. Although the
etch process was stopped immediately after approaching the
TABLE I. Sample structure parameters for the Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 epilayers. The samples were deposited at
TG5720 °C, and different substrate miscuts were included. The epilayers are nearly lattice matched to GaAs
@perpendicular mismatch (Da/a)’ in column 5#. The thickness d of the as-grown (A) and on-glass (G)
epilayers are obtained from ellipsometry data analysis. The order parameter h is obtained from scaling the
lowest zone-center transition energy ~E0
(1) in Table II! to a maximum band-gap reduction of 353 meV, which
is the linear average for AlyGa12yInP2 for y50.48 between the values for GaInP2 ~430 meV!, and AlInP2
~270 meV! predicted by Wei and Zunger ~Ref. 7!. The random alloy bandgap is obtained as 2.195 eV ~see
also Table III!.
Sample
Substrate
miscut
Surface
normal Q
(Da/a)’
(1024) h
d(A)
@nm#
d(G)
@nm#
1 0°→~100! @0 0 1# 54.7° 8.6 0.53 117061 112161
2 2°→~101! @1 0 29# 53.3° 6.4 0.51 116262 115062
3 6°→~101! @2 0 19# 50.6° 4.1 0.47 121061 114461
4 6°→~111! @2 2 27# 55.0° 3.7 0.39 122562 120061
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epilayer, the latter was unintentionally thinned as well. The
thicknesses of the Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 /GaAs ~samples labeled
with A! and the Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 /glass ~samples labeled with
G! epilayers were determined during data analysis, and are
given in Table I.
B. Generalized ellipsometry
Standard ellipsometry at oblique angle of incidence Fa
determines the ratio r of the complex p-and s-polarized re-
flectance coefficients rp and rs from layered systems with
plane parallel interfaces:30
r5
rp
rs
5tan C exp$iD%. ~13!
Nondepolarizing samples which contain anisotropic mate-
rials can be treated within the Jones matrix approach. Here, a
232 complex matrix, the so-called Jones matrix, relates any
incident state of polarization with the corresponding state of
polarization transmitted or reflected upon the sample. Stan-
dard ellipsometry, however, fails to explore the Jones matrix
properties of anisotropic samples. A more comprehensive
approach, which has been termed generalized ellipsometry,
allows simultaneous determination of the normalized Jones
matrix elements. This technique combines the advantages of
ellipsometry to monitor accurately thin-film optical proper-
ties with the ability to obtain dielectric function tensor com-
ponents, and its spatial coordinates in arbitrarily anisotropic
layered samples.31 For anisotropic surfaces, the complex re-
flectance ratio r depends on the incident polarization state x,
and the normalized Jones matrix elements30
r5~Rpp1Rspx21!/~11RppRpsx!. ~14!
Generalized ~reflection! ellipsometry determines the nor-
malized but complex-valued ratios Rpp , Rps , and Rsp ,
which are defined as follows:32
rpp
rss
[Rpp5tan Cpp exp$iDpp%,
rps
rpp
[Rps5tan Cps exp$iDps%,
rsp
rss
[Rsp5tan Csp exp$iDsp%, ~15!
and which, at a given photon energy E, angle of incidence
Fa , and sample azimuth w form an irreducible set for
sample anisotropy information. ~The generalized transmis-
sion ellipsometry ratios are obtained by substituting the
Jones reflection coefficients with their respective transmis-
sion ratios.! For a detailed introduction into the generalized
ellipsometry technique, the reader is referred to previous
work in which the definition of all quantities, the coordinate
system, and the mathematical framework used for analysis of
birefringent thin films have been presented and discussed in
detail.31,32,33,34,35 Briefly, the plane of incidence, the sample
surface, and the sample normal span a right-handed coordi-
nate system, where z points toward the substrate, and x is in
the plane of incidence. In this study, the sample azimuth w in
this notation is the angle between the x axis and the projec-
tion line of the @11¯1# onto the sample surface. The inclina-
tion of the @11¯1# with respect to the sample normal is de-
scribed by the Euler angle Q.
The ellipsometric spectra were measured at multiple
angles of incidence ~Fa50° in transmission; Fa515°, and
65° in reflection arrangement! by generalized variable angle
spectroscopic ellipsometry ~GVASE!, and the samples were
constantly aligned to the laboratory coordinate system with
@100#ix , @01¯0#iy , and @001¯ #iz . The same sample setup is
used for CRDS and DFS data acquisition, and we will refer
to this setup as CRDS setup. Note that y and z invert accord-
ingly for the samples on glass. ~See Fig. 1!.
A recently reported 434 matrix formalism is employed
for data analysis.33 It is shown within the appendix that, to
first order approximation in DP, the GVASE data types Rps
and Rsp are proportional to the order-birefringence DP5 13
P i2
1
3 P’ , whereas Rpp evolves linearly in DP from the
isotropic ellipsometric ratio r is5rp /rs :
Rps5DP~br1ib i!ps1O@~DP !2# , ~16a!
Rsp5DP~br1ib i!sp1O@~DP !2# , ~16b!
Rpp5r is@11DP~br1ib i!pp1O~DP !2# . ~16c!
The coefficients br and b i , as well as the isotropic reflec-
tion coefficients rp and rs , depend on the angle of incidence
F0 , the mean value of the major dielectric functions P5 23
P’1
1
3 P i , the film thickness d, and the dielectric function
of the substrate Ps . The coefficients br and b i possess some
similarity with those known as Seraphin coefficients for iso-
tropic semiconductor surfaces.36 The coefficients br and b i
for CuPt-type order-birefringent thin films grown on isotro-
pic substrates are given in the appendix of the present work.
C. Dark-field spectroscopy
A cross-polarized transmission technique has been intro-
duced recently to study the order birefringence of spontane-
ously ordered GaInP2 and AlInP2 alloys.11,19 We named this
approach ‘‘dark-field’’ spectroscopy ~DFS! because of the
extremely weak intensities transmitted upon the spectrally
local dichroic and linear birefringence centered at the funda-
mental direct-gap transitions of the ordered alloys. The spec-
tral features observed have been pointed out as inherent to
the ordered state within the CuPt-ordered III-V compounds.
For this experiment, the sample is released from the substrate
and placed upside down on a glass slide. In the present work
we use this technique to study Al0.48Ga0.52InP2. The sample
alignment is the same as for the GVASE and CRDS acqui-
sition procedure ~i.e., the CRDS setup!, and experimental
details have been discussed elsewhere.11 We demonstrate
within the appendix of the present work that, to first order
approximation in DP, the DFS data of a CuPt-ordered film
are proportional to iDPi5DPDP*:
DFS;iDPiiar1ia ii1O~ iDPi2!. ~17!
The coefficients ar and a i depend on P, d, and Ps .
Knowledge of the spectral dependence of the averaged CuPt-
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ordered material dielectric function P, and the film thickness
d is necessary to unambiguously analyze data.
D. Cross-polarized reflectance-difference spectroscopy
In this paper, a cross-polarized reflectance difference
spectroscopy ~CRDS! technique is introduced which allows
for detection of extremely small in-plane birefringence of
thin films. The motivation for development of the CRDS
technique is to avoid the wet-chemical substrate removal.
However, because of the nearly index-matched GaAs sub-
strate, the cross-polarized reflection coefficients, which con-
tain similar information about the order-birefringence as the
DFS data, are smaller in magnitude and harder to retrieve.
We therefore employ a modulation approach.37 A detailed
description of this technique will be given elsewhere.
Briefly, the sample surface is irradiated at oblique incidence
by a collimated and linearly polarized ~polarizer P! light
beam. The reflected light beam passes a second linear polar-
izer ~analyzer A!, and its remaining intensity is detected as a
function of photon energy. Polarizer and analyzer vary
slightly by ugpu, ugau!p from the p-s cross-polarized setup
~P, A are p or s polarized if their azimuth orientation, with
respect to the plane of incidence, is 0 or p/2, respectively.!.
The detected intensity is approximated as follows @according
to, e.g., Eq. ~10! in Ref. 32#:
I~gp ,ga!ps[I~P5gp ,A5p/21ga!;u2ga~rpp1gprsp!
1~rps1gprss!u2, ~18!
where ri j (i , j5‘‘p ,’’‘‘s’’) are the complex reflection
coefficients.30 For small off-diagonal reflection coefficients
(irpsi ,irspi!irppi ,irssi), and neglecting second order
terms in gp5ga5g , the symmetric set of four intensity
measurements I(6g ,6g)ps , and I(0,0)pp yield Re(Rps)
ReH rps
rpp
J
[
DR
R
5
I~2g ,2g!ps1I~2g ,g!ps2I~g ,g!ps2I~g ,2g!ps
8gI~g50, g50 !pp
,
~19!
where Re$a% denotes the real part of a complex a. Likewise,
if P and A are, respectively, nearly s and p polarized,
Re$Rsp% is obtained through a similar set:
ReH rsp
rss
J
[
DR
R
5
I~g ,g!sp1I~g ,2g!sp2I~2g ,2g!sp2I~2g ,g!sp
8gI~g50, g50 !ss
.
~20!
We define the right sides of Eqs. ~19! and ~20! as the two
CRDS data types used in this work. This approach provides
spectral information on extremely small reflectance anisot-
ropy at oblique angles of incidence. But, accurate polarizer
and analyzer adjustment is a prerequisite. The effect of this
difference technique is to quench the strong on-diagonal re-
flectivity rpp and rss . The sample itself then becomes a po-
larization modulator. If the sample reflectivity is purely iso-
tropic, the numerators in Eqs. ~19! and ~20! are
antisymmetric and cancel out, even at oblique incidence. The
latter distinguishes this approach from the well-established
reflectance difference spectroscopy ~RDS! technique which
relies on the normal incidence setup. RDS detects the set of
p to p and s to s reflectivity ~rpp and rss!, and the weighted
difference (rpp2rss)/(rpp1rss) is supposed to vanish for
isotropic surfaces.37,38,39 If a CuPt-ordered thin film is ori-
ented to the plane of incidence according to @100#ix ,
@01¯0#iy , and @001¯ #iz , the CRDS signal is to first-order ap-
proximation linear in DP:
FDRR G ps;sp 5Re@DP~br1ib i!#ps;sp1O@~DP !2# , ~21!
and the coefficients br and b i are the same as in Eqs. ~16a!
and ~16b!.
E. Reflectance-difference spectroscopy
In cubic semiconductors, RDS can be used to detect
surface-induced anisotropy, whereas in noncubic materials,
the reflectance difference is usually dominated by bulk
anisotropy.40 RDS data from CuPt-ordered samples are com-
monly obtained by acquiring reflectance for polarization par-
allel @11¯0#(R @11¯0#) and @110#(R @110#):
DR/R52
R @11¯0#2R @110#
R @11¯0#1R @110#
. ~22!
In the Jones matrix element notation this signal refers to
DR/R52(irppi2irssi)/(irppi1irssi); iri5rr*. Accord-
ing to the frame of reference used here, the ordering direc-
tion is within the ~x-z! plane ~hereafter referred to as RDS
setup!. For small order-birefringence DP, the RD spectrum
of a thin-film sample is composed of an isotropic term,
which vanishes at normal incidence only, and a second term
which is linear in DP ~see Appendix!:
DR
R 5FDRR G is1Re$DP~br1ib i!%1O@~DP !2# . ~23!
Both terms depend on the angle of incidence Fa , the
averaged CuPt-ordered material dielectric function P, the
film thickness d, and Ps . Consideration of interference ef-
fects, and knowledge of the isotropic contribution due to P
are necessary for analysis of experimental RD spectra. The
coefficients br and b i in Eq. ~23! are different from those in
Eq. ~21! because of the different sample orientation during
the CRDS and RDS measurements. Those for Eq. ~23! are
given in the appendix as well.
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IV. RESULTS
A. Standard ellipsometry
Figure 2 presents standard ellipsometry data acquired at
Fa565° from a CuPt-ordered Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 epilayer on
glass ~sample G3 in Table I!. During data acquisition, the
polarizer of the rotating-analyzer ellipsometer was fixed at
P545°, i.e., the incident polarization state x5tan P in Eq.
~14! is unity. The ellipsometric parameters are transformed
into the pseudodielectric function ^P&, which is a represen-
tation of C and D assuming a two-phase model, for
convenience.41 The quality of the epilayer, after the wet-
chemical removal of the GaAs substrate, is excellent ~low
surface roughness, high thickness uniformity!. For photon
energies below the lowest zone-center transition energies
E0
(1)
, the real-valued film optical constants have slight dis-
persion, and multiple reflections occur between the film in-
terfaces. Above E0
(1)
, the interference oscillations disappear
due to the onset of absorption at this fundamental absorption
edge. Except for E0
(1)
, the zone-center transition energies
and strength parameters cannot be resolved from this data
type. The G6(1)v – G6c , and G6(2)v – G6c transitions are polar-
ized almost parallel to the ordering direction, and mainly
affect the extraordinary dielectric function P i . The sensitiv-
ity of the standard ellipsometry parameters is limited to P
5 23 P’1
1
3 P i . Further information about the sample anisot-
ropy is required for analysis of the polarization-dependent
E0-type transitions. Nevertheless, beside P, the thickness of
the Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 epilayer is obtained from this experi-
ment. Standard ellipsometry parameters were also measured
on the as-grown sample A3. Except for the thickness, which
is slightly larger than that of the epilayer on glass, no further
information is available from this data set.
B. Generalized ellipsometry
Figures 3 (Csp) and 4 (Dsp) show GVASE data mea-
sured in transmission ~s; Fa50°! and reflection ~h; Fa
515°! on a CuPt-ordered Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 epilayer on glass
~sample G3!. The insets enlarge the zone-center transition
range. The data sets reveal most of the spectral features of
the near-band-gap CuPt-order birefringence:
Below the first zone-center transition energy E0
(1)
, the
birefringence is real valued and undergoes a sign change
indicated by C. At this spectral position, the epilayer is iso-
tropic, and both tsp /tss and rsp /rss vanish. Below C, the
birefringence is positive, and pronounced interference oscil-
lations occur in Csp . Above C, the order birefringence is
negative with strong dispersion. At C, both Dsp
5arg(tsp /tss) and Dsp5arg(rsp /rss) possess a reversal
point.
FIG. 2. Pseudodielectric function ^P& of a CuPt-ordered
Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 epilayer on glass ~sample G3! obtained from a
single-angle-of-incident standard ellipsometry measurement at fixed
incident polarization ~Fa565°; x51; s Re^P&, h Im^P&,
best fit!. The standard ellipsometry data reveal the lowest di-
rect transition G4,5v – G6c at E0
(1) only, where the interference oscil-
lations begin to disappear. The data also provide the mean value of
the major Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 dielectric functions, and thickness of the
epilayer, which are prerequisites for analysis of the generalized el-
lipsometry data.
FIG. 3. Transmission ~s; Fa50°! and reflection ~h; Fa
515°! GVASE data Csp from sample G3 ~ best fit!. The insets
enlarge the zone-center transition region. The data sets are finger-
prints of the near-band-gap CuPt-order-induced birefringence. Be-
low the first zone-center transition energy E0
(1)
, the birefringence is
real valued and undergoes a sign change indicated by C. Below C,
the birefringence is positive. Above C, the order birefringence has
strong dispersion, and becomes complex valued at E0
(1)
. Absorption
of incident electric field polarizations along the sublattice planes
entails the strong rise in tsp ~upper panel in Fig. 5! and
tan21utsp /tssu. At E0
(2)
, the incident radiation polarized along the
ordering direction excites electrons from the G6(1)v valence-band
state to the G6c conduction band state, bleaching the p-s mode cou-
pling effects above E0
(2)
. The G6(2)v – G6c transition is activated at
E0
(3)
. Above E0
(3)
, the film becomes opaque.
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The absorption of incident electric field polarization along
the (11¯1) sublattice planes entails the strong rise in Csp
5tan21utsp /tssu at E0
(1)
. There, the reflection-type data are
still dominated by interference effects. Both Dsp
5arg(tsp /tss) and Dsp5arg(rsp /rss) possess another reversal
point.
At E0
(2) the incident radiation polarized along the ordering
direction excites electrons from the G6(1)v valence-band state
to the G6c conduction band state damping the p-s mode-
coupled wave amplitudes for photon energies above E0
(2)
.
At E0
(3) the G6(2)v – G6c transition is activated accompa-
nied again by a change of dispersion of the birefringence.
Above E0
(3) the epilayer becomes opaque. The transmission-
type data pass into noise as the transmitted electric field in-
tensities vanish. The exponential damping of the wave am-
plitudes reflected from the back side of the epilayer causes
the decay of the interference oscillations within the reflection
type data. Note that the G6(2)v – G6c transition can be identi-
fied by the pronounced shoulders at E0
(3) in all data sets.
C. Dark-field spectroscopy
A photon-counting unit, attached to a home-made polari-
metric experimental setup, was used to detect the cross-
polarized transmission intensities utspu2 of the same
Al0.48Ga0.52InP2/glass epilayer ~sample G3!. The upper panel
of Fig. 5 shows the experimental ~s! and best fit ~ ! DFS
data. The inset enlarges the zone-center transition region.
The spectral features observed here are similar to those for
the transmission GVASE parameter Csp . However, the
strong rise of the DFS signal at E0
(1) and the steep slope at
E0
(2) form a unique lineshape which allows immediate iden-
tification of both transition energies. The ‘‘spin-split’’ tran-
sition G6(2)v – G6c causes an asymmetric broadening of the
DFS lineshape and a weak shoulder at E0
(3)
. The DFS signal
vanishes also at C where the birefringence undergoes a sign
change. Below C, multiple reflections within the transparent
and birefringent film induce a similar interference pattern of
p-s coupled modes as those which appear in Figs. 3 and 4.
D. Cross-polarized RDS
The lower panel of Fig. 5 shows the experimental ~h! and
best-fit ~ ! CRDS data from the as-grown
Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 /GaAs sample A3 (Fa558°). The intensity
sets in Eq. ~20! were acquired for g50.5°, 1°, and 1.5°, and
Eq. ~20! resulted in similar values regardless of g. ~This be-
havior is expected as long as g!p/2!. The error bars on
each individual CRDS data point were estimated to be less
than 5%. The interference amplitudes below C are propor-
tional to the absolute value of the order birefringence as ex-
pected from Eq. ~21!. At the isotropy point C, the slope of
the interference oscillations is reversed due to the sign
change in DP. Three reversal points above C indicate the
zone-center transition energies where birefringent-
interference, -absorption, and -dispersion effects overlap.
Note that for isotropic surfaces, this modulation signal would
be zero throughout regardless of the angle of incidence. The
deviation between the experimental and best-fit data in the
vicinity of C is attributed to surface-induced anisotropy.
Figure 6 shows the s to p polarized coefficients br and b i
for sample A3 ~as-grown! calculated according to Eq. ~B8!
using P and d determined from the standard ellipsometry
data. The calculated CRDS data shown in Fig. 5 are obtained
using the order-birefringence parameters ~DP shown for h
FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 for Dsp5arg(tsp /tss) ~s!, and Dsp
5arg(rsp /rss) ~h!. The phase information provide sensitivity to the
sign of the order birefringence, and, if necessary, to the in-plane
orientation of the ordering direction w during data acquisition.
FIG. 5. DFS, i.e., utspu2 ~s; Fa50°, sample G3!, and CRDS,
i.e., Re$rsp /rss% data ~h; Fa558°, sample A3!. The insets enlarge
the zone-center transition region. The simulated data were calcu-
lated with the order-birefringence parameter obtained from simul-
taneous analysis of the GVASE, DFS, and CRDS data. The devia-
tions between experimental and calculated CRDS data in the
vincinity of C are attributed to surface-induced anisotropies.
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50.47 in Fig. 11! and the coefficients in Fig. 6. Below the
band gap, the CRDS equals br Dn2. Above the band gap,
both real and imaginary parts of DP contribute to the reflec-
tance difference, and the CRDS data depend on the disper-
sion of the order-birefringence DP, the film thickness d, and
P. Excellent agreement is obtained between CRDS calcula-
tion and experiment, although the order-birefringence model
ignores any nonparabolicity in the valence bands at kÞ0.
E. CuPt-order birefringence
Figure 7 presents the major dielectric functions
P i(i@11¯1#) and P’(’@11¯1#) in the near-band-gap spectral
range of sample A3. The order-birefringence model from
Sec. II is used for parameterization of P i and P’ . All spec-
tra shown in Figs. 2–5, and the standard ellipsometry data
from the as-grown epilayer, were analyzed simultaneously.
A 434 matrix formalism that accounts for plane-wave
propagation in arbitrarily anisotropic layers was employed
for the regression analysis ~See also the appendix!.33 The
multiple-data-type fits34,42 were performed using a
Levenberg-Marquardt regression algorithm43 with an error
function properly weighted to the estimated experimental
errors.45
The angular in-plane ~w! and azimuth ~Q! orientations of
the optical axis of the sample, i.e., the Euler angle w and Q
which relate crystal and laboratory coordinate systems, were
calculated according to the substrate miscut, and the sample
alignment during GVASE, DFS, and CRDS data acquisition.
The azimuth Q is given in Table I, and represents the angle
between the sample normal and the ordering direction. The
in-plane orientation w is the angle between the plane of in-
cidence and the @11¯0# direction, i.e., w545°.
Prior to parameterization of the order-birefringence in the
near-band-gap region we determined the E1 and E2 critical-
point contributions to the dispersion of the dielectric func-
tions in this spectral range. We extended the spectral range
for the GVASE measurements to 5 eV. We did not, however,
observe appreciable sample anisotropy information. For pho-
ton energies above 2.5 eV, the ratios Rps and Rsp are too
small for resolution by this technique. The CRDS setup,
which would be more powerful for detection of higher-
energy critical point birefringence, was limited to photon en-
ergies of 3 eV. We therefore treated the E1 and E2 critical-
point structures as isotropic, and no contributions were added
to the order-birefringence model. Instead, a harmonic oscil-
lator was used to account for all higher-order critical point
contributions to the near-band-gap dielectric function. We
added, instead of the E1 and E2 CP’s, a single DHO line-
shape to both P i and P’ @Eq. ~5!; A2virt54.37, E2virt
53.66 eV, G2v
irt50.0 eV#. The order-birefringence model
then comprises the zone-center transition contributions, the
‘‘static’’ dielectric constants P i ,’‘ , and the isotropic DHO
dispersion.
The best-fit parameters of the experimental data from
sample 3 to the order-birefringence model are given in Table
II. The zone-center transition energies are marked by arrows
in Fig. 7. As expected from the experimental data, the order
birefringence is real-valued below E0
(1)
, and undergoes a
sign change in C ~see enlarged inset in Fig. 7!. A positive but
small birefringence remains then throughout the below-gap
spectral range. This birefringence causes the interference pat-
tern of p-s mode-coupled waves observed in all anisotropy
data types. Above C, the lowest absorption edge at E0
(1) be-
longs to electric field polarization perpendicular to the order-
ing direction. The second (E0(2)) and third (E0(3)) absorption
in this sample occurs mostly for plane wave polarization
perpendicular to the ordered sublattice planes. We obtain that
the G6(1)v – G6c , and G6(2)v – G6c transitions are almost
blocked for polarization perpendicular to the ordering direc-
tion. A second sign change of the real-part of DP appears
between the G4,5v – G6c and G6(1)v – G6c transitions. Note
FIG. 6. Spectral dependence of the s to p polarized CRDS co-
efficients br ~ ! and b i ~ ! calculated for an order-
birefringent Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 film on GaAs ~sample A3!.
FIG. 7. Major dielectric function P’ ~j!, and P i ~h! of CuPt-
ordered Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 ~sample 3!. The insets enlarge the zone-
center transition range. Below the isotropy point C, the order bire-
fringence is positive and real valued, and changes sign at C. Above
the first zone-center transition G4,5v – G6c(E0(1)), the onset of ab-
sorption for polarizations perpendicular @11¯1# , and activation of
the G6(1)v – G6c , and G6(2)v – G6c transitions by polarizations paral-
lel @11¯1# cause strong dispersion in DP5 13 P i(i@11¯1#)21/3
P’(’@11¯1#). The order birefringence allows simultaneous identi-
fication of the zone-center transitions of the CuPt-ordered alloy.
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that, except for the redshift of the fundamental gap transition,
the average dielectric function P5 23 P’1 13 P i is very simi-
lar to that obtained from random alloy samples reported re-
cently ~Ref. 44!.
F. CuPt-order parameter
A series of Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 samples ~A: as-grown; G: on-
glass! was investigated to study the influence of the degree
of ordering on the order birefringence, and on the zone-
center transition energies. Table I summarizes relevant
sample structure parameters. Different substrate miscuts
were included, and different degrees of ordering h were
expected.54 Spectroscopic data sets, as discussed above for
sample 3, were acquired from all other samples. The experi-
mental and best-fit data are shown in Figs. 8–10, and Fig. 13.
~Presentation of the standard ellipsometry data is omitted!.
Figures 8 and 9 present transmission and reflection
GVASE data from samples G1 – G4 ~the spectra are shifted
for clarity!. All samples possess similar birefringence. How-
ever, the isotropy point C moves to higher energies, whereas
the zone-center transitions are redshifted from bottom to top
in Figs. 8 and 9. This redshift is well-known for ordered
GaInP2 or AlInP2. Likewise, the valence-band splitting dEi j
increases. Figures 10 and 13 show experimental and best-fit
DFS and CRDS data, respectively. Here, the shift of the
peak-maximum at E0
(2)
, i.e., the G6(1)v – G6c transition, is
most obvious. The weak shoulder, as well, which emerges on
the left side of the DFS signal, and which is caused by acti-
vation of the G6(2)v – G6c transition, evolves into a pro-
nounced structure from bottom to top in Fig. 10. The spectral
position of this structure remains nearly unchanged, whereas
the low-energy side of the DFS signal is shifted to longer
wavelength.
Figure 11 presents refractive ~n i – n’ ; upper panel!, and
extinction coefficients ~k i – k’ ; lower panel! of the order-
birefringence obtained from all samples (P i ,’5@n i ,’
1ik i ,’#2). The order-birefringence model parameters are
summarized in Table II. The transition energies, which result
from the same best fit, were used to calculate the valence-
band splitting values, which are plotted in Fig. 12 against the
G4,5v – G6c transition energy E0
(1)
. The dependencies of the
three transition energies on E0
(1) can be explained by the
quasicubic perturbation model, where the spin-orbit and
crystal-field splitting parameters scale with the degree of or-
dering h, as described by Wei and Zunger @See Eqs. ~6!–~11!
FIG. 8. Experimental ~symbols! and best-fit ~solid lines! trans-
mission GVASE data (Csp) for a series of Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 samples
~epilayers on glass in Table I! with different degrees of ordering h.
The spectra are shifted each by 8° for convenience. The lineshape
within the zone-center transition region consists of a convolution of
birefringent thickness interference and dispersion effects. The
knowledge of the sample thickness is crucial for data analysis. h
increases from bottom to top, as can be seen from the redshift of the
steep flank ~E0
(1) position! above the zero point where the order-
birefringence changes sign, and the E0
(2) peak positions ~see also
Fig. 3!.
TABLE II. Zone-center transition energies, strength, and broadening parameters obtained from the best fit
of the order-birefringence model to the spectroscopic data. The E0
(2) and E0
(3) transitions are almost blocked
for polarizations perpendicular to the ordering direction. The ‘‘static’’ dielectric constant e‘5(2e’‘
1e i‘)/354.17460.02 accommodates isotropic high-energy CP contributions not included within our model.
The ‘‘static’’ contribution to the order-birefringence De‘5(e i‘2e’‘)/3 is influenced by ordering-induced
splitting and shifting of all CP transitions. Up to now, it is unclear which of the critical points introduce
positive or negative birefringence.
Sample
i
E0
(i)@eV#
G0
(i)@meV#
1 2 3
A’
(i)
A i(i)
1 2 3 De‘5(e i‘2e’‘)/3
1 2.09160.003 2.12160.003 2.20760.003 11.5 2.3 0.5 20.11560.018
1661 2065 2065 0.9 8.6 7.2
2 2.10160.001 2.12960.003 2.21260.003 11.4 1.2 1.4 20.10960.005
1061 1161 1462 0 8.3 7.1
3 2.11660.002 2.14160.002 2.22060.003 12.7 0 0.1 20.10860.005
561 561 862 0.3 8.8 5.7
4 2.13960.001 2.15960.002 2.23460.003 12.8 0.3 2.3 20.04560.005
962 661 2562 0 11 5.9
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in Sec. II#.7 The dotted lines in Fig. 12 represent the best fit
of the experimentally determined transition energies to the
quasicubic perturbation parameters. We obtain
Dso
~h50 !57865 meV, Eg~h50 !52.19560.005 eV,
z215dDso
~h51 !/DEg~
h51 !50.060.1,
and
FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8 for the reflection GVASE parameter
Csp5tan
21 ursp /rssu (Fa515°). The spectra are shifted each by 3°
for convenience.
FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 8 for the DFS data. The spectra are
shifted for convenience. Note the shoulder on the high-energy side
of the DF spectra which becomes more pronounced as h increases
~from bottom to top!. This shoulder is caused by the change of
dispersion of the order birefringence upon activation of the third
zone-center transition at E0
(3)
. The small side band on the left of the
DFS signal is caused by interference oscillations which overlap the
strong-rise signal at E0
(1) ~see also Fig. 5!. A lineshape analysis is
necessary to identify all zone-center transitions securely.
FIG. 11. Order birefringence of spontaneously CuPt-ordered
Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 with different degrees of ordering h ~Table I!. The
birefringence undergoes two sign changes, below and within the
zone-center transitions. Below the band-gap, the birefringence is
positive and scales with h. The successive activation of the zone-
center transitions cause strong dispersion changes. The order pa-
rameters are estimated after Wei and Zunger ~Ref. 6; see also cap-
tions in Table I!.
FIG. 12. Valence-band splittings dEi j ~symbols! for
Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 with different degrees of ordering at 300 K plotted
against E0
(1)
. The dotted lines represent the best fit after Wei, Laks,
and Zunger ~Ref. 6!, and parameters DSO(h50) , DCF(h50) , Eg(h50) ,
dDSO
(h51)/DEg
(h51)
, and dDCF
(h51)/DEg
(h51) given in Table III.
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j215dDCF
~h51 !/DEg~
h51 !50.6260.02.
~The crystal-field splitting of the random alloy DCF
(h50) is
zero.! For different degrees of ordering h, the valence-band
splitting energies are mostly influenced by the change of the
crystal-field splitting parameter. The spin-orbit splitting pa-
rameter remains nearly constant for the ordered and disor-
dered compound (dDso50). Table III compares the best-fit
parameters with available theoretical ~Dso , z, j! and experi-
mental (Eg(h50)) data for the Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 alloy. Excellent
agreement is obtained between the linear interpolation of re-
cently predicted values for AlInP2 and GaInP2 ~Wei and
Zunger, Ref. 7!.
V. DISCUSSION
Dispersion and sign change of the order birefringence for
photon energies below E0
(1) have been already found by
Wirth et al. in ordered GaInP2 and Al0.33Ga0.67InP2 ~Fig. 8 in
Ref. 15!. There, the authors investigated the supermode ori-
entation in planar waveguide structures, and found that or-
dered AlyGa12yInP2 (y50, 0.33! is positively birefringent
far below the band gap, and negatively birefringent when
approaching the band gap. Unfortunately, the authors could
not extend their investigations for wavelength close to, or
above the band gap because of the strong absorption of the
guided waves in this spectral range. A six-band kp method
for ordered AlyGa12yInP2 was used to calculate the order
birefringence below the band gap. The kp method resulted in
the correct dispersion, but failed to explain the isotropy point
and sign change in Dn . The latter was attributed to high-
energy CP contributions which possibly induces long-tail bi-
refringence within the below-gap spectral range. Recently,
Wirth et al. also observed the same type of birefringence in
CuPt-ordered GaInAs2.20,21 It appears that the order birefrin-
gence observed so far is inherent to the CuPt-ordered state in
the AlyGa12yInP2 system regardless of the composition x.
Furthermore, it is likely that the same order birefringence
may be found throughout the AlyGa12yInAs2 system as well.
Luo et al. measured RDS features on ordered GaInP2
samples acquiring reflectance for polarization parallel
@11¯0#(R @11¯0#) and @110#(R @110#). The authors used a 434
Luttinger model for calculation of RDS features of ordered
GaInP2, neglecting coupling with the spin-orbit split-off
band.17 More recently, Luo et al. extended their calculations
by a k-dependent eight-band model.18 Beside the ordering-
induced coupling of the crystal-field and spin-orbit split-off
band, this model includes the k dependence of the transition
matrix elements. Wei and Zunger have presented a similar
theory for RDS in CuPt-ordered III-V compounds using a
six-band model treating coupling with the spin-orbit split-off
band, but neglecting the transition matrix k dependence.49
Figure 2 in Ref. 18 compares the resulting lineshapes from
the four-band, six-band, and k-dependent eight-band model.
Although some improvement was obtained from the
k-dependent eight-band model, the agreement between the
experimental RD spectrum and the calculation there is still
unsatisfactory. Nevertheless, the authors argue that the order-
induced coupling between the three valence bands at kÞ0
cannot be neglected for correct RDS data analysis.
Because of the discrepancy concerning the necessity of
treating nonparabolicity of the valence bands, we also per-
formed standard RDS measurements at near-normal inci-
dence (Fa54°) on sample 3. Figure 14 shows experimental
~h! and calculated ~ ! data. The RDS data are very simi-
lar to the CRDS data ~both techniques sense the same sample
anisotropy!. The calculated RD spectrum in Fig. 14 is ob-
tained using Eq. ~B14!, and the order-birefringence model
FIG. 13. Experimental ~symbols! and best-fit ~solid lines! CRDS
data ~Re$rsp /rss%, Fa558°! for the as-grown Al0.48Ga0.52InP2
samples listed in Table I. The calculated data were obtained using
the order-birefringence model parameter, derived during the analy-
sis of the ellipsometry-type and DFS data, without further param-
eter variation, resulting in good agreement between theory and
experiment.
TABLE III. Quasicubic model parameters for CuPt-ordered
Al0.48Ga0.52InP2. The spin-orbit splitting parameter found here is
nearly ordering independent.
AlxGa12xInP2 (x50.48)
Present work Reference
Eg
(h50) @eV# 2.19560.005 2.199a
2.176b
2.212c
DSO
(h50) @meV# 7865 92d
dDSO
(h51)/DEg
(h51) 060.05 0.048e
dDCF
(h51)/DEg
(h51) 0.62060.02 0.620e
aEg @eV#51.910.57x10.11x2, Ref. 46.
bEg @eV#51.8910.51x10.18x2, Ref. 47.
cEg @eV#51.88510.681x , Ref. 48.
dAveraged between the G8v and G7v states of GaP, InP, and AIP
taken from Wei and Zunger ~Table II in Ref. 7!, according to the
volume fractions of the binaries in the Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 alloy.
eLinear interpolation between GaInP2 and AlInP2 calculated by Wei
and Zunger ~Ref. 7!.
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parameters for sample A3 without further parameter varia-
tion. The order-birefringence model established in this work
obviously fits the RDS data as well. The theories presented
by Wei and Zunger,49 and Luo et al.18 for analysis of RD
spectra of CuPt-ordered compounds, neglect p-s mode cou-
pling effects due to wave amplitudes reflected from the film-
substrate interface, i.e., bulk reflectivity equations are used
for analysis of the experiment. We therefore conclude that ~i!
the treatment of k dependence of the transition matrix ele-
ments within the CuPt-order birefringence model is avoid-
able, ~ii! the piezobirefringence model, i.e., the parabolic
band approximations suffice for calculation of the near-band-
gap dispersion of the CuPt-ordered dielectric function tensor,
and ~iii! correct treatment of plane wave propagation in bi-
refringent thin films is crucial for correct analysis of
polarization-dependent spectroscopy data. We therefore
added the appendix to the present work that includes explicit
expressions for all data types used here.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, we have presented a consistent approach
to quantify the order-induced birefringence in the near-band-
gap spectral range ~0.75 to 2.5 eV! for spontaneously ordered
Al0.48Ga0.52InP2. Four different experimental techniques:
generalized ellipsometry, dark-field spectroscopy, cross-
polarized, and standard reflectance difference spectroscopy
were used simultaneously for determination of the sample
dielectric function tensor. The observed order birefringence
is treated as ‘‘chemical-stress’’ induced piezobirefringence.
The dielectric function model for piezobirefringence in zinc-
blende compounds, and selection rules for the transitions
from the G4,5v ,G6(1)v ,G6(2)v valence band states to the G6c
conduction band states, suffice for calculation of the order
birefringence in the near-band-gap spectral region. It was
shown that explicit treatment of the transition-matrix k de-
pendence, as recently suggested for ordered GaInP2 or
GaInAs2, is unnecessary. Instead, consideration of multiple
internal reflections within the thin-film samples results in
improved data analysis. The transition energies, strengths,
and broadening parameters for the three zone-center transi-
tions are obtained from parameterization of the sample di-
electric function tensor. The quasicubic perturbation param-
eters are obtained for Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 in excellent
consistency with recent theoretical predictions by Wei and
Zunger. We find, almost ordering independent, the spin-orbit
splitting parameter of 76 meV, and the crystal-field splitting
band-gap reduction ratio for the perfectly ordered alloy of
0.62. The band gap of the random alloy is 2.195 eV. A
cross-polarized reflectance difference technique was further
introduced to sense the extremely weak anisotropy in as-
grown CuPt-type ordered samples at oblique angles of inci-
dence. This technique is nondestructive, and avoids removal
of the substrate material. Equations for light propagation in
CuPt-type ordered thin-film samples according to each ex-
perimental data type used in this work are given in the ap-
pendix.
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APPENDIX A: Tp FOR CuPt-ORDERED THIN FILMS
The 434 matrix formalism is employed for calculation of
the GVASE, CRDS, RDS, and DFS data types for CuPt-
ordered thin films. This approach accounts self-consistently
for multiple internal reflections within the order-birefringent
film. All equations are derived to first order approximation in
DP, i.e., iDPi!iPi is assumed throughout, and second- or
higher-order terms in DP are omitted. The inclination Q of
the ordering direction from the sample normal amounts to
cos21(1/)) for ~001! surfaces. This assumption is still a
good approximation for ~100! samples with miscuts not
greater than 6°. The approximate equations given below
were compared to results using exact solutions for light
propagation in arbitrary anisotropic thin-film samples pre-
sented previously.33 For values of DP measured in this
work, both the approximate equations and the exact solutions
provide the same numerical values. The approximations pre-
sented here can be used for immediate and straightforward
data analysis, and may shed light on spectral features due to
CuPt-order-induced birefringence in III-V-semiconductor
compounds observed by polarization-dependent techniques.
For the framework of the 434 matrix formalism, the sym-
bols, and the coordinate system used here, the reader is re-
ferred to Refs. 31, 33, 35, 50, and references therein. To
begin with here, the partial transfer matrix Tp for a thin film
of CuPt-ordered alloy is derived for two typical sample ar-
rangements ~the RDS setup and the CRDS setup!. The
GVASE, DFS, CRDS, and RDS equations are then obtained
using ambient and substrate matrices for computation of the
anisotropic Jones reflection and transmission coefficients.
~See Appendix B.!
~i! @100#ix ~CRDS setup!: Without loss of generality the
FIG. 14. Experimental ~symbols! and best-fit ~solid lines! RDS
data (Fa54°) for the as-grown Al0.48Ga0.52InP2 sample 3 in Table
I. The calculated data were obtained using the order-birefringence
model without further parameter variation, resulting in excellent
agreement between theory and experiment.
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@11¯1# direction is chosen as stacking direction of $111% sub-
lattice planes that form the CuPt structure within the zinc-
blende alloy ~Fig. 1!. For the experiment the sample is
aligned such that the @100# direction is parallel to the x axis
of the laboratory coordinate system, and hence parallel to the
plane of incidence. At the same time, the @11¯0# direction,
which is parallel to the sample surface, is rotated away from
the plane of incidence by w5p/4. The dielectric function
tensor Pˆ in laboratory coordinates is then expressed as fol-
lows @Q5cos21(1/));54.7°#:
Pˆ 5S P 2DP DP2DP P 2DP
DP 2DP P
D , ~A1!
where DP5 13 P i2 13 P’ , P5 13 P i1 23 P’ , and P i ,P’ re-
fer to the dielectric functions for polarizations parallel or
perpendicular to the ordering direction, respectively. Berre-
man introduced the coefficient matrix Dˆ of the first-order
Maxwell differential equation system for light propagation
through anisotropic media with plane parallel interfaces.50
For the CuPt-ordered alloy, the complex rank-4 wave trans-
fer matrix Dˆ implies
Dˆ 5
1
P S 2kxDP kxDP 0 P2kx20 0 2P 0PDP 2P~P2kx2! 0 2kxDP
P2 2PDP 0 2kxDP
D .
~A2!
The x component of the incident wave vector kx
5na sin Fa depends on the ambient index of refraction na
and the angle of incidence Fa . The eigenvalues of Dˆ are
q1,256A(P2kx22DP), and q3,452kxDP/P
6A(P2kx21DP). We define q25P2kx2, and decompose
Dˆ into Dˆ 1(DP)dˆ using
Dˆ 5F 0 0 0 q2P0 0 21 00 2q2 0 0
P 0 0 0
G ,
dˆ 5
1
P S 2kx kx 0 00 0 0 0P 0 0 2kx
0 2P 0 2kx
D . ~A3!
The matrix Tp constitutes the solution of the Maxwell
first-order differential equation system for plane parallel in-
terfaces. The complex rank-4 matrix describes coupling and
propagation of electromagnetic plane waves across a homo-
geneous birefringent film with thickness d.50 Tp can be cal-
culated as finite series expansion in Dˆ :51,52
Tp[exp$2ik0Dˆ d%5g0Eˆ 1g1Dˆ 1g2Dˆ 21g3Dˆ 3, ~A4!
where k05v/c , v and c are the angular light frequency and
the vacuum light velocity, respectively, and Eˆ is the unit
matrix. The scalars g i follow from the eigenvalues qi of Dˆ ,
and do not depend on DP:
g05cos~k0dq !2
1
2 k0dq sin~k0dq !,
g15~ i/2q !$2k0dq cos~k0dq !23 sin~k0dq !%,
g25~1/2q2!k0dq sin~k0dq !,
g35~ i/2q3!$k0dq cos~k0dq !1sin~k0dq !%. ~A5!
Tp decomposes into Iˆ1DPBˆ with
Iˆ5Eˆ cos~k0dq !2
i
q D
ˆ sin~k0dq !, ~A6!
Bˆ 5~g112q2g3!dˆ1g2gˆ1g3sˆ, ~A7!
and gˆ5Dˆ dˆ 1dˆ Dˆ , sˆ5Dˆ dˆ Dˆ , which results in
gˆ 5S 0 2 q2P 2 kxP 22kx q2P221 0 0 kxP2kx 0 0 q2P
22kx kx 1 0
D ,
sˆ5S 2kx q2P 0 q2P 0kx 0 0 2 q2P0 0 0 0
0 0 2kx 2kx
q2
P
D . ~A8!
The identities Dˆ 25q2Eˆ , Dˆ 35q2Dˆ are used. Note that
Tp225Iˆ22 , Tp235Iˆ23 , Tp325Iˆ32 , and Tp335Iˆ33 do not de-
pend on DP. Tp11 , Tp14 , Tp41 , and Tp44 are of type Tpi j
5Iˆ i j1DPBˆ i j , whereas the remaining elements Tpi j5D
PBˆ i j are linear in DP.
~ii! @11¯1#i(x-z) plane ~RDS setup!: For RDS experi-
ments the sample is commonly aligned such that the @11¯1#
direction is within the (x-z) plane. The (x-z) plane is iden-
tical with the plane of incidence. The dielectric function ten-
sor Pˆ in laboratory coordinates then reads
Pˆ 5S P1DP 0 &DP0 P2DP 0
&DP 0 P
D . ~A9!
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The derivation of Tp follows the same line as given
above. The coefficients g i and the matrix Iˆ are the same as in
Eqs. ~A5! and ~A6!, respectively. The elements of dˆ , gˆ , and
sˆ are d115d4452A2kx /P , d325d4151 ~other d i j50!;
g115g445q2/P , g145q2/P2g41 , g41522A2kx, g22
5g33521; s115s4452A2kxg11, s145g11
2
, s2351 ~other
g i j5s i j50!. A similar setup used for RDS experiments is
where the ordering direction lies within the ~y-z! plane. Tp
can be decomposed in the same way, but, for the oblique
angle of light incidence, the resulting expressions differ
slightly from those given above. Both orientations,
@11¯1#i(y-z) and @11¯1#i(x-z), are not equivalent to each
other with respect to the light propagation through birefrin-
gent thin films. Sometimes these two orientations are used
for data acquisition to cancel out systematic errors by aver-
aging the data sets. This fact may then find consideration.
APPENDIX B: GVASE, DFS, CRDS,
AND RDS EQUATIONS
The concept of the 434 matrix algebra provides the ma-
trix T from which the complex reflection and transmission
elements are computed.53 For a single CuPt-ordered film on
an isotropic substrate T5La
21TpLf , where La and Lf ac-
count for the optical properties of the ambient (Pa5na2),
and the substrate (P f5n f2) materials, respectively. Deriva-
tion of La and Lf is given in Ref. 33. The matrix multipli-
cation yields nonvanishing elements in the first and third
column of T only:
T115@Tp222Tp23N f f #2@Tp322Tp33N f f #/Naa ,
T215@Tp222Tp23N f f #1@Tp322Tp33N f f #/Naa ,
T315@Tp422Tp43N f f #/na1@Tp122Tp13N f f #/cos Fa ,
T415@Tp422Tp43N f f #/na2@Tp122Tp13N f f #/cos F ,
~B1!
T135@Tp21 cos F f1Tp24n f #2@Tp31 cos F f1Tp34n f #/Naa ,
T235@Tp21 cos F f1Tp24n f #1@Tp31 cos F f1Tp34n f #/Naa ,
T335@Tp41 cos F f1Tp44n f #/na1@Tp11 cos F f
1Tp14n f #/cos Fa ,
T435@Tp41 cos F f1Tp44n f #/na2@Tp11 cos F f
1Tp14n f #/cos Fa , ~B2!
with
Ni j[ni cos F j5niA12@~na /n j!sin Fa#2. ~B3!
In the following, the elements of T are labeled as Ti j8 if we
set Tpi j5Iˆ i j , and Ti j9 if we set Tpi j5Bˆ i j .
~i! @100#ix ~GVASE, CRDS, and DFS!: It follows from
Tp that T11 and T21 do not depend on DP, whereas T31 , T41 ,
T13 , and T23 are proportional to DP. The elements T33 and
T43 are of the type a1bDP . The GVASE ratios Rps , Rsp ,
and Rpp follow from T:53,33,35
Rps5
T11T232T21T13
T11T432T41T13
, Rsp5
T41T332T43T31
T21T332T23T31
,
and
Rpp5
T11T432T41T13
T21T332T23T31
. ~B4!
The ratios are expanded according to
@c/~a1bDP !#DP;~c/a !DP ,
or
@~A1DPB !/~C1DPD !#;~A/C !1DP@B/C2~A/C !
3~D/C !# .
This allows factorization of Rps , Rsp , and Rpp into
Rps;sp5DP~br1ib i!ps;sp1O~DP !2, ~B5!
Rpp5~rp /rs!@11DP~br1ib i!pp1O~DP !2# ,
~B6!
with the coefficients br and b i :
~br1ib i!ps5T239 /T438 2rsT139 /T438 , ~B7!
~br1ib i!sp5T419 /T218 2rpT319 /T218 , ~B8!
~br1ib i!pp5T439 /T438 2T339 /T338 . ~B9!
The isotropic ratios rp and rs are those for the complex p
and s polarized reflectance of an isotropic ambient-film-
substrate system with P being the dielectric constant of the
film.30 The experimental p-s and s-p polarized CRDS data
types follow from the real parts of Eqs. ~B7! and ~B8!, re-
spectively. Note that the generalized ellipsometric ratio Rpp
evolves from rp /rs , and determines P. The ratios Rps and
Rsp are sensitive to DP, but still depend on P. Only simul-
taneous analysis of all GVASE parameters can provide both
P and DP unambiguously.
The DFS data type is proportional to utspu2. ~Note that at
normal incidence, tsp5tps .! The cross-polarized transmis-
sion coefficient tsp follows from T;33,35,53
tsp5
2T13
T11T332T13T31
. ~B10!
tsp is expanded according to @c/(a1bDP)#DP
;(c/a)DP . This allows factorization of utspu2 into
utspu25iDPiiar1ia ii1O~ iDPi2!, ~B11!
where iai denotes aa*, and the star denotes the complex
conjugate. Note that the DFS data are proportional to the
square of DP. The coefficients ar and a i are
~ar1ia i!ps5T139 /~T118 T338 !. ~B12!
~ii! @11¯1#i(y-z) plane ~RDS!: Here, T31 , T41 , T13 , and
T23 are zero, T11 ,T21 ,T33 ,T43 are of the generic type a
1bDP . The RD signal is defined by the weighted differ-
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ence between the p to p and s to s polarized reflection coef-
ficients rpp and rss , respectively. Those follow accordingly
from T:33,35,53
DR
R 52
iT11T432T41T13i2iT21T332T23T31i
iT11T432T41T13i1iT21T332T23T31i
, ~B13!
where iai denotes aa*. Expansion of numerator and de-
nominator yields
DR
R 5FDRR G is1Re$DP~br1ib i!%1O@~DP !2# , ~B14!
with
~br1ib i!52~ tan2 C11 !21H tan2 CS T119T118 1 T439T438 D
3F22FDRR G isG2S T219T218 1 T339T338 D F21FDRR G isGJ .
~B15!
The isotropic terms DRis/R5(irpi2irsi)/(irpi1irsi)
and tan2 C5irpi /irsi refer to the isotropic three-phase
model.30 DRis/R and C depend on d, P, and Fa . At normal
incidence (Fa50) DRis/R50 and tan C51. DRis/R and C
affect the birefringent contribution to the RD signal. When
performed at some degree of oblique incidence (rpÞrs), the
RDS technique tends to collect isotropic reflectivity contri-
butions. Note that in order to remove the isotropic contribu-
tion for an ordered sample, RDS data from random alloy
samples are of less use, because the average dielectric func-
tion P changes due to the redshift of the fundamental-gap
transition as well. This problem can be circumvented with
ellipsometry ~determines P and d! and RDS, as demon-
strated in this work.54
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